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W RLDWIDE NEWS
SSI Schaefer supports further
growth at Woolworth

Grand Opening of the Rego-Fix
South-East Asia Office

Only several kilometers away from the
previous location in the eastern Ruhr
area in Germany, the ERL Euro Retail
Logistics GmbH builds a new central
warehouse on behalf of the Woolworth
GmbH. SSI Schaefer was awarded the
contract for the implementation of
intralogistics. A balanced mix of manual and
automated processes characterizes the solution to be implemented. The headquarters include an administration building
and a new warehouse and distribution center with five halls. On
an area of approx. 50,000 m², around 40,000 pallets will be stored
in the SSI Schaefer longitudinal beam rack PR 600. Additionally,
a static rack system R 3000 to archive files as well as a three-aisle
miniload for double-deep storage with more than 29,000 bin
storage locations will be installed. The SSI Schaefer logistics
software WAMAS controls the material flows. The system is
operated by ERL Euro Retail Logistics GmbH and stores and
prepares a wide range of home textiles, household supplies,
fashion for women, men and children, decorating materials and
drugstore products as well as stationary, notions and sweets for
shipping.

With this move, in the direction of Asia, the world-renowned
toolholder manufacturer will continue to establish itself in Asia
and continue ist growth. Invited guests and local employees
from Asia, as well as Pascal Forrer, Global Sales and Marketing
Director and Member of the Executive Board at Rego-Fix AG,
participated in the grand opening.
In March 2019, Rego-Fix AG sent Cyrille Crausaz, Area Sales &
Market Development Manager South East Asia, along with his
family to Malaysia to set up the new Office for the South East
Asian region in Johor Bahru. The office of Rego-Fix Malaysia
offers a showroom and training center
covering multiple tool holding
solutions from Rego-Fix. The
office is situated in the district
of Taman Austin, in a modern
and well-known office
complex in Johor Bahru,
geographically located
closely to Singapore.
www.rego-fix.com

www.ssi-schaefer.com

SMC joins Open Industry 4.0
Alliance
Many paths lead to
the digital future.
SMC wants to continue the exciting
journey into the
Industry 4.0 now
together with
companies from
different industries.
Therefore, the leading
manufacturer, partner and solution provider for
electrical and pneumatic automation solutions
is now part of the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance
(OI4.0 Alliance). In addition to automation
experts such as SMC Germany, market-leading
software developers, measuring instrument
manufacturers and robotics producers are also
members of this industry-wide initiative. “Data
and information are the lifeblood of Industry 4.0.
With their help, production will become even
more economical and effective in the future,”
says Christian Ziegler, Manager Digital Business
Development at SMC. “That’s why we want to
develop solutions for a digitized industry
together with the members of the alliance in
the future and thus open up great potential for
efficiency and productivity.

Call: “Powering and Digitizing the Economy”
At Schneider Electric’s Innovation
Summit, the leader in digital
transformation of energy management and automation, called on
the more than 3,500+ partners
and influencers to work
together to reduce CO2
emissions for the improved
efficiency of their businesses and a more sustainable
planet and development for
all. Buildings, data centers,
infrastructure and industry
are responsible for around
70 % of the world’s energy use.
“We are experiencing a tectonic
shift today towards electrification
and digitization, enabling a new
paradigm in sustainability,” said Jean-Pascal
Tricoire (picture), Chairman and CEO, Schneider Electric. The
Innovation Summit World Tour was held under the slogan “Powering
and Digitizing the Economy” and called for reflection on critical global
topics including sustainability, electrification, digitization, innovation,
energy management and industrial automation.
www.schneider-electric.com

www.smc.eu
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Connectivity for the production
of tomorrow
Every operator wants to be able to use the data from
existing systems for new technologies and thus benefit
from the added value of cloud-based evaluations. The
Namur Open Architecture (NOA) concept explains how
this is possible without changing systems completely.
6   WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 6/2019
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A

key element is that the data diode should collect the important
data for the cloud applications and continue to ensure the
security of the system. To ensure that this is possible, the devices
that map the functionality of the data diode must be developed in
accordance with security directives such as IEC 62443.
To be able to install Industrie 4.0 technologies into an existing
process-related system, the operation data must initially be
collected. The objective is to not modify the system significantly.

The protocol: OPC UA for
secure data transmission
Although the working groups have
only just started work, it can already
be confirmed that the OPC UA technology will be used for the NOA concept.
During the development of the OPC UA
standard, security by design has played
an important role when designing the

architecture. OPC UA has a robust security model based on x.509 certificates.
A global discovery server is responsible
for handling the certificates. User/password mechanisms ensure that access
rights are restricted so that certain
groups of users can only read the data,
for example. Signed and/or encrypted
data transmission with various security
policies is available for the communication between the client and server.
Authors: Dipl.-Ing. Boris Waldeck, Senior Product Manager
Automation Systems, and Dipl.-Ing. Thilo Glas, Senior
Specialist Engineering in the Industry Management Process,
Phoenix Contact Electronics GmbH, Bad Pyrmont, Germany

The automation pyramid in the NOA concept is therefore expanded by a side channel that provides horizontal, secure,
and impact-free a ccess to the process data on all levels.
The well-known automation pyramid is made up of four
levels. However, it is not possible to e stablish cross
communication between the lower sensor/actuator
level and the upper control level (Fig. 1).

Implementation of a
cross-communication

01 Standard automation

pyramid with four levels
is extended by a
NOA side channel

The NOA concept therefore adds a side
channel to the automation approach
used to date. Cross-communication
can be established using this channel
so that the operator can evaluate the
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data recorded by the field devices. New analysis and monitoring
methods are easier to use if full access is granted to the process system data, which are securely extracted from the system based on
the NOA concept. The figurative data diode is used in this case. It
can be used to remove data from the system, while the processes
cannot be accessed. The data that is easily made available in this
way forms the basis of any evaluation. The data can be saved on
servers or in a cloud and forwarded to the areas where the evaluation will be completed. This can be completed by internal specialists or external service providers (Fig. 2).

Specification: Secure and impact-free data access

and standard IEC 62443 “IT Security of Industrial Automation
Systems” are s pecified as general process models.

Standard IEC 62443 – complete security approach
for all participants
The IEC 62443 series of standards covers the general security standard for industrial automation systems. This series of standards is
made up of 13 parts in which the process security requirements,
functional measures, and state-of-the-art are stipulated (Fig. 3).
According to NOA, the main parts are:
n IEC 62443 Part 2-1 – Security Management System Requirements

However, the described concept is only advantageous to the operator if data can be accessed securely and without having an impact.
The approach must also be able to be integrated into the Information Security Management System (ISMS) that is part of ISO 27000
as already stipulated in the IT Security Act for critical infrastructures.
Such a system is often already implemented in non-critical systems
to ensure secure operation. NAMUR has thus worked in cooperation
with the German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association (ZVEI) to develop new working groups that focus on IT security
and the implementation of data diodes in actual hardware.
When it comes to the automation of systems, there are various
directives and standards in which the current technical standard of
IT security is defined on different levels. The basic IT security stipulated by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI)

02 To ensure smart monitoring, the data from transmitters and valves

is secured by a security router and transferred to a cloud via the Namur
Open Architecture (NOA) side channel by means of the OPC UA

for Operators of Industrial Automation Systems
n IEC 62443 Part 2-4 – IT Security Program Requirements for S
 ervice

Providers of Industrial Automation Systems
62443 Part 3-3 – System Requirements for IT Security and
Security Level of Industrial Automation Systems
n IEC 62443 Part 4-1 – Life Cycle Requirements for Secure Product
Development of Industrial Automation Systems
n
IEC 62443 Part 4-2 – Technical IT Security Requirements for
Automation System Components.
n IEC

When developing a device with data diode functionality it is sen
sible to implement a security by design approach for the hardware
and software. The necessary security processes and functional
measures for device manufacturers, system integrators, and operators of the machines and systems can thus be implemented.

Part 4-1: The product development process
IEC 62443-4-1 describes the product development process for automation devices. The main element represents a process that can be
used to reliably determine whether all of the security requirements
have been implemented and checked. This process is completed b
y
other security implementation features. These, for example,
include a threat analysis based on the security context, i.e. the
deployment scenario of the product, the “Defense in Depth”
concept, and 
security vulnerability management, which
nowadays is generally implemented by a Product Security
Incident Response Team (PSRIT).

Part 4-2 and 3-3: Technical devices
and system requirements

AUTOMATION

IEC 62443-4-2 defines the technical requirements
for industrial automation devices. Based on the
security threat, a security level (SL) of 0 to 4 is
determined and adjusted in accordance
with the capabilities of the attacker. Different functional requirements are set out
for the products based on the attack
vector and security level. However,
the implementation of functional
measures must not be considered
in isolation. An SL can only be
achieved if the framework con-
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General

Guidelines and
procedure

System

Components

1-1 Terms and models

2-1 Requirements on an
IT security program for
automation systems

3-1 IT safety technology
for industrial automation
systems (TR)

4-1 Requirements on product
development

1-2 Dictionary with
abbreviations

2-2 IT security program
implementation guidelines
for automation systems

3-2 Security level for zones
and conduits

4-2 Technical IT security
requirements for automation
systems components

1-3 Indicators to determine
compliance
1-4 IT security life cycles and
applications for an automation
system

General description

Process requirements

2-3 Patch management
for industrial automation
system (TR)

Functional requirements

3-3 System requirements for
IT security and security level

TR: Technical report

2-4 IT security program
requirements stipulated by
engineering companies and
maintenance service providers
for industrial automation
systems
Security requirements for
operators and service
providers

Process requirements

03 Overview of the various
Requirements on security
for automation systems

Requirements on security for
automation components

parts of IEC 62443, which
covers the general security
standard for industrial
automation systems

TR: Technical report

Functional
requirement
ditions
stipulated
in Part 4-1 regarding a secure development process have been met. The security level of a device/system can therefore only be met by combining processes and functional measures.
The functional security requirements regarding the capabilities
of automation systems are detailed in IEC 62443-3-3. Here, an
evaluation determines to what extent the components comply

Implementation of the NOA concept in process
technology requires security by design
with the operator’s functional requirements. This part of the
standard also determines the interface between the system integrator and device manufacturer. On this basis, devices required
for implementing the security level defined by the operator can be
selected.

Part 2-4 and 2-1: Requirements for system
integrators and operators
IEC 62443-2-4 specifies the requirements on the capabilities in
terms of the IT security of service providers for industrial auto
mation systems. It clarifies the interface between the operator and
system integrator, as well as the core processes during integration,

commissioning, and maintenance. This, for example, includes the
architecture and configuration of the automation solution, the ma
nagement of user accounts, processing of events, and patch manage
ment including backing up and restoring the automation solution.
IEC 62443-2-1 covers the requirements regarding an IT security
program for the operator. A table specifies the requirements that
should basically enable the transition to the ISM of the ISO 27000.
This part of the standard also determines the security level of the
system based on a threat analysis.

Recommendation – start with available
security routers
The requirements for implementing the NOA concept are currently
being defined in various working groups. These will ultimately decide which standards, technologies, and processes should be used.
To ensure a gradual introduction of the approach, it is important to
establish a secure connection from the NOA side channel to external
systems, such as a cloud or server, by using security routers which
are already available. In subsequent steps, devices that have been
specially developed for implementing data diodes, can then be used.
Photographs: Phoenix Contact

www.phoenixcontact.com
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Whisky manufacturer
relies on remote I/O system
Scotland is the world’s largest producer of whisky. In order to
achieve the enormous production volumes and at the same time
meet the high demands for diversification or specialization in
high-quality whisky varieties, reliable process control is required.
For this reason, a renowned whisky manufacturer relies on the
certified LB remote I/O system from Pepperl+Fuchs, which connects
sensors and actuators to the controller via Profibus DP.

T

AUTOMATION

he raw beauty of the highlands, with their legendary lochs and
castles, Edinburgh’s picturesque Old Town, and the unique
tradition of bagpipes and kilts – these are the things that make
Scotland. Yet for experts and connoisseurs, Scotland immediately
brings to mind the world-famous single malt. The north of the small
country is home to the world’s most famous whisky distilleries. The
famous Scotch whisky is created in the valleys where the mist
mingles with the salty sea air and the aromatic vapors of malted
barley. This fine spirit has been produced in Scotland for centuries.
It takes years or even decades for the whisky to mature in large oak
casks and develop its unmistakable flavor.

The modern whisky distillery
Scotland is the largest whisky producer in the world. Many of the
world-famous distilleries still running today were founded way
back in the 18th century. Some of them have since developed into
large corporations that dominate production of the well-known
whisky brands and have long since transferred to modern plants. To
produce enormous volumes while also meeting stringent requirements in terms of diversification or specialization in high-quality
whiskies requires a complex and reliable process. For maturation,
this exclusive drink is stored in wooden casks to fully develop its

10   WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 6/2019
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spicy, smoky, floral, or fruity flavors. First, however, the selected
ingredients need to be processed accurately and reliably.

Automation systems for explosion-hazardous
areas
The basic ingredients of each whisky – grain, water, and yeast – are
malted, crushed, mashed, fermented, and distilled. The production
chain includes a number of processes that take place in potentially

All of the existing fieldbus technology
was retained, and the remote I/O system
was connected with the bus technology
of the new control system
explosive atmospheres. “Dust and gases leaking out of the mills,
mash tuns, and stills can create explosive atmospheres inside the
buildings. As a result, these areas are predominantly classified as
Zone 2,” says Steve Dickinson, Technical Sales Support Manager at
Pepperl+Fuchs GB Ltd. “For this reason, there are specific provi-

01 Modular

remote I/O systems
transmit process
data from the
non-hazardous or
hazardous area by
connecting binary
and analog sensors
and actuators to the
control system via a
bus interface

sions for ignition protection in these plants,” he adds. This means
that the distilleries’ automation systems must also meet the current
regulations for explosion-hazardous areas. In addition to its
measurement technology, an internationally renowned Scottish
whisky producer recently updated its control panels and signal
transmission systems. As a result, the field devices and valves used
at the distillery can now be monitored precisely and the accuracy of
the signal transmission is also guaranteed.

Digital precision
Precise measurement and data transfer are crucial to ensure a
consistently high quality of raw material processing. Depending on
the distillery size and the number of units, the distillation process
alone may require up to 200 control valves. When redirecting control commands to the valves, the whisky producer relies on the LB
remote I/O system from Pepperl+Fuchs certified for zone 2. This
system connects sensors and actuators to the control panel via
Profibus DP. “The remote I/O system is a modular system that modifies signals between field devices in explosion-hazardous a reas and
the control panels or control system,” explains Dickinson. The benefits of traditional technology are perfectly combined with those of
advanced technologies through remote I/O. “This setup played a
significant role in the modernization of the traditional distillery
since all of the existing fieldbus technology is retained, and the remote I/O system is connected with the bus technology of the new
control system,” adds Sandy Glidden, Area Sales Manager at
Pepperl+Fuchs GB Ltd. The LB system for Zone 2 impresses through
its use of intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe circuits, as well
as a combination of different types of explosion protection.

Safe monitoring and control of field devices
Profibus PA is used in the whisky distillery for all measuring field
devices, including those that measure fill level, pressure, flow, and
temperature. The precise digital transmission of Profibus PA with
FieldConnex fieldbus technology also meets requirements relating
to accurate measurement and signal transmission. “Housed in the
control room, FieldConnex Profibus Power Hubs supply the
segment protectors in the field,” Andreas Hennecke, Product


02

Fieldconnex: the fieldbus ensures
problem-free data communication between
the plant and the control system

 arketing Manager for fieldbus systems at Pepperl+Fuchs says. He
M
explains: “This reduces wiring costs while simplifying access to
diagnostic information.” The configuration takes place using GSD
files, so all measurements are shown in the control room with
digital precision.
Via Profibus PA, remote configuration, alarms, and diagnostic
data from field devices are transmitted to the maintenance system,
making it possible to check the plant performance at any time. “In
order to prevent a flood of information or alarms, the data is
filtered,” says Dickinson. The plant operator at the whisky distillery
receives only the measured values including a general alarm in case
of a malfunction, while maintenance technicians and personnel
have full access to all other data. “This allows everyone to keep the
plant’s processes functional and at a high performance level,”
explains Glidden.

Two technologies, cleverly combined
Profibus Power Hubs in the control room connect and supply field
devices via Profibus PA. Prior to the use of remote I/O in a stainless
steel housing, the valves were operated using PLC cards with pointto-point wiring. “Since using the LB system in Zone 2, the whisky
producer’s wiring and installation work has been significantly
reduced, meaning that the control panel occupies less space,”
explains Hennecke. Integrated LEDs provide an immediate overview of each channel and simplify maintenance.
Due to effective technical support from Pepperl+Fuchs, the
commissioning and installation processes were easy to complete,
thus saving time and resources. “In addition, the owners of the
Scottish distillery value the ability to have remote access to the
configuration and diagnostic data of the measurement technology,”
says Dickinson. “For the senior process engineers at the whisky
distillery, the use of Profibus DP, Profibus PA and the digital infrastructure from Pepperl+Fuchs has proven to be very cost-effective.
It has minimized maintenance and repairs while also meeting the
high demands at production level,” adds Glidden.
Photographs: lead stock.adobe.com; others Pepperl+Fuchs

www.pepperl-fuchs.com
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Vision solutions for the best
prospects of flawless parts
To automate production lines for motor plugs 
IWM Automation relies on a vision solution and the
automation expertise of Balluff. Ten cameras in a
multi-stage assembly and punch process monitor for
correctness, completeness and quality. The result is
a highly efficient system which reliably detects errors
and removes NOK parts early in the process.

I

n just a few days the branched assembly line at a renowned automobile supplier will be producing motor plugs in various configurations. Around the clock and with a virtually zero defect rate. The
approximately ten meter long system is waiting to ship from IWM
Automation GmbH with headquarters in Porta Westfalica. It is the
result of a close cooperation with the sensor and manufacturing
specialists at Balluff. IWM Automation is a manufacturer of specialty machines with an emphasis on individual solutions for assembly
and inspection systems. Their customers are primarily automobile
companies and their suppliers.

AUTOMATION

Focus on over 100 individual inspections
The special challenge in the assembly plant for motor plugs lies in
reliable monitoring of various assembly, stamping and inspection
processes. Before, during and after individual work steps a total of
over 100 individual inspections are performed and their results
made available to the central machine controller. The basic housings are moved along on one- or two-track conveyors. After passing
through multiple stations they arrive at the end of the system a five
differently configured connector types.
Author: Wolfgang Zosel, freelance technical journalist, Reutlingen, Germany
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The multi-stage and complex production process takes place in
several steps through essentially six stations. The plug components
are assembled fully automatically, punched out depending on the
type with up to 64 pins, checked and at the end individually labeled
by laser. The individual components are fed using conveyors or via
bulk containers and vibratory bowls. Gripping and assembly applicators pickup the components and position them at a prede
termined location on the plug housings brought in on workpiece
carriers. This presumes the components were already correctly
recognized and are free from defects. All workpiece carriers are
equipped with RFID tags which are read by BIS M read/write heads
along the assembly line at the individual stations.

Balluff vision solutions for efficient manufacturing
processes
“The challenge is to design the construction and multi-stage assembly process for differently configured plugs intelligently, in a coordinated way and in the final analysis efficiently,” says Torsten Meyer,
Head of Project Management for Steering and Drivetrain Systems.
“In managing this task Balluff was always at our side in word and
deed and with a high level of expertise.” A broad set of various tasks
needed to be handled along the automated production line. The
goal was to minimize defect rates over the entire process. Parts with
defects needed to be recognized at such at the respective stations
and immediately removed from the line.
A key topic in the assembly line is the checking of location,
alignment or distances of objects, checking for completeness,
and monitoring previously performed work steps. This is precisely what industrial image processing systems have been designed for: The BVS SC SmartCameras from Balluff read not only
machine codes, text or serial numbers. The associated software
supports robots in positioning, detects orientation, make-up
and detail features of components. “We decided on Balluff vision
solutions even in the early conception phase: The system offers
an easy to integrate, versatile and high-performance range of
uses for visual quality inspections, identification and posi

01 Modular production
line for motor plugs by
IWM Automation

Balluff SmartCameras
carry out the final
latching inspection
and check the
distances between
the detents and the
connector body

tioning. It detects process errors early to prevent bad lots and
resulting costs,” emphasizes Torsten Meyer.
With the Balluff solution the user receives a complete package:
Software, library, manuals and online help are already integrated
into the SmartCamera. The offering is aimed especially at users who
do not deal with image processing on a daily basis. “Turn it on and
go” is the slogan: Simple and intuitive operation, flexible adaptation
to the respective automation environment as well as the use of
industry standards help users of all levels of expertise.

Results in fractions of a second
At the first two assembly line stations three SmartCameras check
for presence of plug housings and their location in the detected
space. They use two tracks and contour checking to see whether a
64-, 32- or 24-pin connector is in view. Using Balluff spot and flood
lighting systems the cameras detect whether a white or black insert
is installed on the side. The integrated CMOS sensor chip makes the
images available for processing quickly and reliably, with a typical
processing time of 200 to 300 ms. Alternately the user can also
access other stored images. The SmartCamera stores up to 100 inspection programs, and comprehensive importing and exporting
functionalities with training images represent valuable features.
Three SmartCameras are responsible for checking pins on the
connector inserts at the third station: A flood light illuminates the
plug, and the tips of the pins are sensed individually using brightness tools in the software. Only if all the pins are present and
correctly fitted do the plugs remain in the production process.
Another SmartCamera checks the punch patterns of the connector inserts and the latches for presence. At the end of the process
two SmartCameras handle a final latching check of the plugs and

verify the distance of the detents from
the plug housing. If the requirements are
not met, the image processing system causes the component to be
immediately removed from the line. This ensures that only OK parts
leave the plant.

Simple operation, custom configuration
The SmartCameras are easily and intuitively operated using common web browsers and the Balluff Vision Solutions user interface.
Equally simple is generating the desired inspection programs and
sending the inspection results to the controller or file servers. The
SmartCameras are incorporated into any system environment
using digital in-/outputs, standard LAN or Ethernet/IP. Additional
sensors are simple to integrate using the IO-Link master interface.
The SmartCameras can be configured so that only the data essential for the controller have to pass through the process network. This
minimizes data load and secures the process network. Not only all
the important functions, but also monitor, configuration and sta
tistics modes are shown in a clear and organized way. In Monitor
mode the inspection program runs continuously, with results made
available on selected outputs or sent to the PLC or a host computer
in the form of so-called results packets. In Statistics mode the user
can have the global yield rate and statistics values for individual
result parameters represented. Only setting-relevant parameters
are visible for any of the tools, and each SmartCamera can be
specifically and conveniently adapted to the individual requirements.

Fruitful partnership
With Balluff Vision Solutions IWM Automation has stabilized their
entire production process. Intelligent analysis algorithms output
the results over the interface and in the desired format. Thanks to
the great flexibility of image processing value creation relevant
information can be derived from the data at any time. Since the
system can be operated using a common web browser without any
special software, remote maintenance and service concepts can be
implemented easily and without any special expertise. “Our long
years of partnership has proven itself one more: Again in this project
Balluff have demonstrated their automation expertise and supported us immensely from the engineering phase to the final startup,”
summarizes Torsten Meyer.
Photographs: Balluff

02 64-, 32- or 24-pin connector? The Balluff SmartCamera detects
whether the correct plug type is present

www.balluff.com
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Real-time radio for
Industry 4.0 applications
Real-time wireless transmission has been the talk of
the town for quite some time now, even before the
hype surrounding the fifth generation of mobile
communications really picked up steam. However,
the uninitiated are still unaware that the 5G URLLC 1
mode, which is designed to allow highly reliable
real-time 5G data transmission, will still be under
development for a few years. All the more reason
to welcome solutions that already make highly
reliable real-time communication available today,
e.g., to enable over-the-air safety solutions.

AUTOMATION

R

3 Communications is a Berlin-based deep-tech company,
founded in 2015 ago. Today, their wireless technology EchoRing,
designed for time-critical and robust applications, has positioned
itself successfully in the field of industrial communication solu
tions. As with every development, there’s still room for improve
ment. That’s why, from this year onward, the R3 team will be pre
senting various modules of its EchoRing software for use in a wide
range of applications in the field of industrial automation. These
revolve around a central component, a WIFI chip by Texas Instru
ments (WiLink 8), to which R3 Communications holds an exclusive
right of use with its proprietary EchoRing firmware. It is the most
important component of the platforms offered in cooperation with
their partners Arrow and Liebherr. These three platforms were
introduced to the broad public together for the first time at the
EchoRing stand during the Embedded World fair in Nuremberg at
the beginning of this year.

The challenges of wireless communication
The question remains: why do we need special wireless systems in
industrial communication in the first place and why don’t the stan
dard everyday solutions such as WLAN and Bluetooth offer suffi
ciently reliable communication for machines? It all boils down to
the selectivity of the radio channel; the reception quality varies
unforeseeably in both a spatial and temporal sense as well as in its
frequency. This property poses a major challenge to deterministic
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applications. And that’s exactly what automation systems are.
Moreover, the available spectrum is limited in both the unlicensed
as well as the licensed communications range, which also limits the
available capacity in terms of cycle time, data throughput, reliabil
ity, and the number of network participants. 2

The EchoRing concept
The unpredictable quality of the wireless signal can be counter
acted well with redundancy approaches. Conservative approaches
usually use redundancy in time (retransmissions) and frequency
(multiple copies of the same data are sent via various frequencies at
the same time). EchoRing uses the principle of “massive coopera
tion” (image 01) to use the spatial diversity to guarantee data trans
mission. Contrary to the previously mentioned approaches, the
signal is secured by using alternative transmission paths diverted
over neighboring wireless partners. This gives a decisive advantage
when it comes to the achievable gains in diversity. For example, if

Real-time WiFi-based wireless modules already
now meet the demands of tomorrow
mobility within the factory environment makes direct paths
unavailable. At the same time, this approach uses very simple and
affordable hardware with a highly efficient use of the available
spectrum. A decisive advantage in the EchoRing system lies in its
transparent architecture that supports various protocols at higher
layers. This functionality is already validated with existing ether
net-based industry protocols such as Profinet/Profisafe and
Ethernet/IP.

Integrating wireless modules through standard
interfaces
The EchoRing software technology (or more precisely, communi
cation protocol) is independent from the underlying wireless tech
nology. Thus, EchoRing can be used in the context of wireless local
area networks (WLAN) as well as cellular technologies such as
4G/5G. Nevertheless, the only technology developed to market
maturity as of yet is the EchoRing WLAN technology, which has
been implemented in particular together with Texas Instruments
(TI), as described above. Up to now, users had to integrate a TI Wi

01 The principle of massive cooperation: a relay (buddy/partner node) repeats the transmission if the recipient could not receive the data
Link 8 into their own designs and purchase the EchoRing software
from R3 Communications to utilize EchoRing; however, some com
panies are unable to, or unwilling to, design their own wireless
boards. For these potential users, R3 Communications offers wire
less modules for a wird range of applications. These can be inte
grated into the company’s own components through standard
interfaces, significantly reducing the additional efforts for hardware
or software integration.
In the simplest case, this is a M.2 module, which feeds the Echo
Ring software onto the WiLink chip through an SDIO bus, addressed
over the M.2 interface. Retrofitting with EchoRing is particularly un
complicated with devices that already have M.2 interfaces, depend
ing on the interface connection. The EchoRing Control Board on the
other hand features a processor that allows for easy integration in a
networking card fashion without direct link to the host processor.

02 Available EchoRing modules on the basis of TI WiLink 8:
a) M.2 Module
b) EchoRing Control Board
c) Mobile Telematics Gateway (MTG) by Liebherr

Examples of critical real-time applications
The Telematics Units Mobile Telematics Gateway (MTG) and Mo
bile Communications Gateway (MCG) by Liebherr have particu
larly proven their worth with applications for mobile machinery in
agriculture and at building sites. They have a robust housing to op
timally prepare them for outdoor use. In addition to the WiLink 8,
the units comprise a 4G/LTE module, CAN and Ethernet connec
tors to allow for various outdoor use cases. With the EchoRing firm
ware, the units can now be updated to also support critical realtime applications. This includes a so-called “electronic tow bar”, the
option to, for example, have one combine harvester control another
combine harvester or to synchronously lift heavy loads with two
cranes. Further areas of application include wireless communica
tion between and cooperation of industrial robots.

Outlook
The described modules are either already available or will become
available over the course of 2019. Users can integrate the modules
themselves or achieve integration together with R3 Communications

The EchoRing software product is a wireless solution that
fully supports real-time applications. It integrates completely
into the medium access control (MAC) layer of existing
communication systems with transparency for industrial
protocols such as Profinet, Profisafe, SafetyNet p, and EtherCAT. This makes it possible to also operate these wirelessly.
It allows for more flexible factory layouts and simplifies collaboration between human and machine. Fields of application
include robotics, automated guided vehicles (AGV), as well as
the human-machine interface (HMI), among others.

and/or Liebherr. Additional carrier boards are available for the
EchoRing Control Board that offer external connections such as
RJ45 for a network connection and power supplies to further simplify
the integration of the modules.
Photographs: 01 Jesper Lindström, 02 Jasper Büsch; R3 Communications
URLLC: Ultra-Reliable Real-Time Communications
Interested parties can find out more about the wireless channel here:
http://bit.ly/Echoring
1
2

www.r3coms.com
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MOTION AND DRIVES

Complex robotics
in aircraft construction
Industrial robots rotate a thousand times over several
axes whilst riveting aircraft fuselages. A stress test for
data, pneumatic and energy cables. To endure the
movements, the Spanish plant manufacturer LOXIN
(ARITEX GROUP), relies on cable guides made of
high-performance plastic – developed by the
Cologne-based motion plastics specialist, igus.
16   WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 6/2019
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assengers think of a lot of things on the flight to their summer
holiday. Of relaxation, the beach and a cocktail. But very few
think of rivets, of the inconspicuous fasteners that safely hold the
fuselage parts of the aircraft together. In a task that takes weeks,
skilled workers beat the rivets into metal fuselages that weigh
several tons. Wasn’t automation of this laborious activity possible?
Desirable, yes but it had been impossible for a long time, because
robots were not sophisticated enough. They needed more than just
flexibility to reach every point of a fuselage. They also had to master
several work steps – from drilling and milling to riveting. With a
precision of 0.2 millimetres.

Fuselages are riveted together by 6-axis robots
LOXIN 2002 succeeded in automating the riveting process.
The multi-axis robots of the Spanish company work in the
production division of a large aircraft manufacturer. Left and
right next to the raised fuselage. The robots are mounted on
platforms that can be raised up to a height of several metres by
linear units – similar to a forklift (Figure 1). Arriving at the
right height, the heavy robot weighing tons, moves to the operating point with millimetre accuracy over six axes. It drills a
hole in the metal, mills a recess for the rivet head, vacuums up
the dust, applies a sealant and sets the rivet.
Depending on the fuselage section, the robots must
constantly change the angles and diameters during drilling,
milling and r iveting. But this flexible multitasking was not the
only hurdle that LOXIN had to overcome during development.

01 The cables for the tools on the end effector of the robotic

arm are housed in black, three-dimensionally movable triflex
chains and are safely guided by them
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02 A twisterchain protects the cables from the base
of the robot arm to the first axis. The energy chain
allows 540 degree movements

03 From left to right: Francisco Martínez, Sales Manager e-chain systems (igus Spain), Unai
Martínez Díez, Senior Sales Engineer, David Jimenez Gorricho, Electrical Engineer, Joseba
Arzoz Alzate, Automation Leader, Mikel Arrese Arregui, Service Manager (all from LOXIN)

MOTION AND DRIVES

Challenge: cables have to withstand complex
movements
The engineers had to design the robots to be truly flexible. Six axes
are used to move the head to any part of the fuselage. The issue of
energy supply is equally complicated. The tools on the robot’s end
effector are connected to numerous energy, pneumatic and data
cables. And these cables must follow the contorted movements of
the arm perfectly, even at high speed – without rubbing against
each other or knocking against the sensitive surface of the fuselage.
Otherwise, long downtimes due to cable breaks and damage to the
aircraft occur.
In search of a reliable energy supply system, LOXIN compared
systems from several manufacturers. “However, for a long time we
could not find a robust and reliable solution,” recalls Unai Martínez,
Chief Engineer at LOXIN. “The number of cables and the weight
was a problem.” LOXIN had experimented with corrugated tubes.
Due to the rapid wear from friction, they break easily. In everyday
life, material failure would have meant replacing the entire tube,
including removing the cables on the heads. In the worst case this
would have resulted in a shutdown for several days.

Solution: 3D cable guides ensure freedom 
of movement
LOXIN finally found what it was looking for in Germany. At igus, the
motion plastics specialist from Cologne, which has been developing cable guides for decades! The range includes, among others, the
triflex series. These are hose-like protective cages made of wear-
resistant high-performance plastic, which follow even the wildest
three-dimensional movements of industrial robots. Inside, the
cables for data, pneumatics and energy supply are securely fixed
and protected against wear. “The cables are protected against
mechanical stress due to tensile load, torsion and expansion. This
protection is particularly important when the robot heads take their
maximum position,” explains Unai Martínez.
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To ensure that the triflex energy chains mounted on the right and
left of the arm move as close to the arm as possible and do not hit
the aircraft, LOXIN uses the triflex RSE retraction system (Fig. 2). If
the robot arm returns to its original position after a movement, the
mechanical system retracts the chain – round brackets, which are
mounted on the arm, ensure safe guidance. The robot arm has full
freedom of movement, without having the parts of the chain rub
against each other or form loops. “The igus energy chain also has a
much better friction behaviour than the corrugated tube and will
therefore not break and cause a stoppage,” says Martínez. And if a
chain link reaches the end of its service life, it can be replaced in a
few simple steps. By using the triflex chains in conjunction with the
triflex RSE retraction system, LOXIN has also been able to achieve a
better mobility of the robots, which can now simplify their work
steps around the fuselage even more easily, which saves valuable
assembly time.

Energy chain allows circular movements of 540°
Another product from Cologne is used on the robot arm: the
twisterchain, an energy chain that protects the cables from the base
of the robot arm to the first axis (Fig. 3). The chain moves in a guide
trough. If the robot arm turns, the chain folds as the upper run of
the chain rests on the lower run. The chain allows a circular movement of up to 540° at speeds of up to 1 m/s. Since it also consists of
high-performance plastics, it is very wear-resistant. Tests in the igus
test laboratory have proven that the service life of the energy chain
is over one million cycles.
“We are very satisfied with the solution, as our plants now have
less downtime,” concludes Unai Martínez from LOXIN. igus is also
pleased with this extraordinary reference. LOXIN was presented
with the 2018 vector award for the challenging energy supply solution. This award is organised by igus every two years and its winners
are chosen by an independent jury.
www.igus.com

background: fotolia

Performance boost through model-based control

For increased machine
availability
Drive and automation specialist
Baumüller has extended its new 
SAF 002/003 safety modules of the
b maXX 5000 converter series with
a freely parameterizable delay time.
The delay time is switched between
a safety function and the associated
error reaction Safe Torque Off
(STO). This provides optimum
protection for the machine mechanics against damage in the event of a
fault and minimizes downtimes.
For example, if during active Safe

B&R has added three new model-based control functions for its ACOPOS P3
servo drive. The functions are available in B&R’s Automation Studio engineering
environment and allow for more precise control performance that increases
machine productivity and speed.
Reducing vibrations and oscillations
extends the service life of machine
components and reduces maintenance costs.
With model-based control and
virtual sensors, elastic drive systems
can be controlled more precisely.
Both the motor mechanics and the
payload being transported are taken
into account in the control loop. A state controller reduces the resulting oscillations and quickly compensates for external disturbances. Positioning precision
increases and the end position is reached faster. This increases both the performance of the machine and the product quality.
www.br-automation.com

Plug & Play robots for machine tools

Limited Speed (SLS) speed monitoring the previously parameterized
speed is exceeded, the delay time is
started. The safety module simultaneously sends a signal to the
converter to perform a specific
action. This action can be parameterized in advance; for example,
the converter decelerates the drive
in a controlled manner within the
set time. Only when the machine
has come to a standstill is the drive
safely switched torque-free.

© KUKA
KA
A Roboter GmbH

www.baumueller.com

www.mayr.com
MAYR.indd 1

Faster time to market and increased production flexibility can be achieved using
Mitsubishi Electric’s M8 Series CNC controllers with Direct Robot Control (DRC)
functionality. Both the large touchscreen M800 and the M80 models offer DRC as
standard. It allows machine tool operators to program and use robots quickly,
direct from the CNC panel without specialist robot programming expertise.
Mitsubishi Electric robots and models from Kuka will work seamlessly with DRC
enabled controllers from Mitsubishi
Electric. The CNC controller and robot
are connected using high-speed
Ethernet, which allows fast, convenient
Plug & Play integration. Mitsubishi
Electric is one of the top three CNC
manufacturers, serving many of the
world’s most successful machine tool
companies, so these solutions are likely
to appear soon on many shop floors.
www.mitsubishi-cnc.de/en

Brake technology 4.0
for maximum demands
ROBA®-servostop — compact,
high performance-density
safety brake for robot joints

your reliable partner
09.10.2019 15:03:32
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Second generation of safety
SPS Nuremberg represents Kollmorgen
as a sign of complete drive solutions,
including for the growing demand for
collaborative robots and automated
guided vehicles (AGV). The AKM2G-
series servo motors were therefore also
expanded for applications in the
low-voltage sector. Also a topic at the
three-day automation trade fair: the
second-generation functional safety technology, which has found its
way into the AKD2G series servo inverters.
For the second generation of servo motors, the control arm is at full
throttle. The high power density with greater torque per engine size
opens up new ways to construct machinery since a smaller overall size
is often sufficient to handle the AKM2G. It is compact applications
with a high functional density that benefit from this feature; for
example, in the design of collaborative robot kinematics and AGV.
www.kollmorgen.com

Future-oriented: Web-based
visualization system
Siemens is presenting a completely new overall
system for industrial operator control and
monitoring. The web-based visualization
system consists initially the Simatic WinCC
Unified visualization software as well as the
new generation of HMI panels, Simatic HMI
Unified Comfort Panels. The new system
provides the user with a solution for HMI and
SCADAapplications, and in the future also for
Industrial Edge, Cloud and Augmented Reality
scenarios. The runtime of the newly developed
visualization software Simatic WinCC Unified
in the TIA (Totally Integrated Automation)
Portal is based on native Web technologies
such as HTML5, SVG and JavaScript.
www.siemens.com

PRODUCTS

Intelligent safety for small brakes
Machines and systems are producing increasingly high performance
densities and working at higher speeds. This means that the requirements
on the individual components are also increasing. Mayr power transmission therefore provides high-performance safety brakes, for example their
Roba-servostop series. These are ideal for installation into servomotors.
A special hollow shaft design in slim constructional design and of a low
weight has been especially tailored to requirements in robotic applications. In addition, the
company has a fluid-free
linear brake in its portfolio
with its Roba-linearstop
in electromagnetic
design, which has been
designed to secure
gravity-loaded vertical
axes. This brake type is
used in applications in
which compressors or units for compressed air or oil hydraulics are not
available or are unwanted - such as in the field of medical technology or
the food or pharmaceutical industry, where high hygiene standards are
required. The intelligent Roba-brake-checker module now opens up new
possibilities for brake monitoring, also in these application areas. With a
new module design and thanks to even more accurate evaluation, it is
now possible to also supply and monitor small brake sizes from a braking
torque of 2 Nm. This makes the Roba-linearstop not just the only electromagnetic rack and pinion brake on the market, but it also means it can be
monitored even in small construction sizes with the aid of the module.
The Roba-brake-checker module works without sensors. It detects the
movement of the armature disk through extended analysis of current and
voltage, and knows what condition the brake is in. In addition to the
switching condition, temperature and wear, the Roba-brake-checker
also monitors the pull-in distance or tensile force reserve, i.e. whether
the magnet is still able to attract the armature disk.
www.mayr.com
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I/O modules increase the
operational reliability
Interferences are common on decentralised
machines and production lines, process plants
as well as marine and offshore applications,
due to ground loops or line-induced field
influences. For these kinds of applications,
Weidmüller has
developed the
new “UR20-8DIISO-2W” and
“UR20-4DOISO-4A” I/O
modules.
Thanks to the
galvanic
isolation of min. 500 V between the channels
and the system, this enables uninterrupted
operation, even in loaded applications.
The channels are protected against mutual
interference and also against external
disturbances. They provide a high output
density with maximum flexibility. With just
11.5 mm width, the new modules meet the
requirement for compact and space-saving
automation solutions, and are thus the ideal
addition to the u-remote product family.
www.weidmueller.com

Digital and product related services are also playing an
increasingly important role in the drives industry. Against this
background, Wittenstein alpha will unveil a value-added
service portfolio – the web based “Wittenstein Service Portal” –
which is individually tailored to the needs of fitters, maintenance technicians and commissioning and service engineers.
As of November 2019, details of
all standard products from
Wittenstein alpha, Wittenstein
cyber motor and Start-up
Galaxie can be displayed on a
Service Portal website for each
individual product. All relevant
product information such as
technical data, video tutorials, documentation, add-on
components and accessories, successor models can be
accessed there easily throughout the lifecycle together with
numerous other services. Gearboxes with cynapse – in other
words, with an integrated sensor module and an IO-Link
interface – are likewise incorporated along with smart services,
so that the Service Portal simultaneously builds bridges to
Wittenstein components used in IIoT environments.
www.wittenstein.de/en-en
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Costumer focused solutions for smart
engineering

Fully clamped
The hydromechanical spring-loaded cylinders of the
ZSF series from Jakob Antriebstechnik offer robust and
reliable clamping elements. These spring-loaded
systems can be used wherever displaceable or movable

machine parts must be temporarily clamped or locked.
Other applications can be found in jig construction and
for workpiece or tool clamping. The spring-loaded
systems interact mechanically-hydraulically. The
clamping force is applied mechanically by a prestressed
plate spring package. The hydraulics are only needed
for the release stroke of the elements, whereby the tie
rod or pressure pin is released. This system ensures a
high level of operational safety, since the clamping
force is always maintained at full height, regardless of
oil pressure or leakage losses.
www.jakobsantriebstechnik.com

Can an e-chain
be ﬁlled without tools?
®

Opened fast - a world ﬁrst E4Q!

All the technical advantages of a long service life, high strength combined
with the modularity of the E4.1series. Best of all, the chain can be opened and
closed without tools. 40% less assembly time. Also available with intelligent
wear monitoring. igus.eu/E4Q
igus GmbH Tel. +49-2203-9649-800 info@igus.eu
®

The terms "igus, e-chain, motion plastics" are legally protected trademarks in the Federal Republic of Germany and, where applicable, in some foreign countries.

motion plastics ... for longer life
®

Please visit us: Marintec China, Shanghai – Hall N3 Stand C6Z
igus-MHD.indd 1
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Brewery uses battery
charging technology
from Fronius

Ottakringer is the oldest brewery in Vienna. Its beer is
brewed right in the heart of the Austrian capital city.
To ensure that all processes run smoothly, one of the
things Ottakringer relies on is its electric forklift trucks,
as well as Fronius charging technology and expertise.
When it came to equipping the new charging station
for forklift trucks, two requirements were paramount:
the station needed to comply with current safety
standards and be more energy efficient than the
existing infrastructure. Fronius has supplied twelve
Selectiva battery charging systems.

LOGISTICS

O

ver 540,000 hectoliters of beer leave the tanks of the Ottakringer
brewery in Vienna every year. These include classic types such
as Helles, Dunkles, Bock beer and lager. But the more unusual flavours, such as mango splash, lemon & mint or the Ottarocker festival beer are also popular with customers. Particularly during the
warmer months of the year, employees often work a three-shift pattern to meet the high demand. The beer is mainly sold in cans –
these account for 80 % of turnover. Ottakringer was founded in
Vienna in 1837. The medium-sized family business is the last major
Viennese brewery and, with a market share of 6 %, it also one of the
few remaining large independent breweries in Austria. Today,
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 ttakringer employs around 150 people and generates an annual
O
turnover of 81 million euros. Although the traditional brewer produces more than 20 different beers, it is more than just the variety in
the range that its customers value: they also love the events held at
the brewery’s premises. With over 200,000 visitors and more than
5,000 events each year, this concept has developed into a core
feature of Viennese city life.

New charging station: standards-compliant
and featuring powerful technology
During peak periods, up to 60 lorries a day are loaded up with beer
in Vienna. The covered storage area spreads over 10,000 square
meters, meaning that seamless logistics processes are required to
make sure that deliveries arrive with customers on time. To transport the pallets of beer cans as efficiently as possible from A to B,
Ottakringer relies on twelve electric forklift trucks manufactured by
Still. When it came to selecting the charging technology, O
 ttakringer
managers quickly decided on solutions from Fronius. Ottakringer
has already had good experiences with the Austrian battery charging specialists in the past. Back in the summer of 2015, Ottakringer
kitted out its subsidiary Trinkservice GmbH (which specializes in
warehousing and transport services) with Fronius battery charging
systems. Once again, the decision to opt for battery charging technology from Fronius had not been difficult. Ottakringer has been
operating twelve Selectiva battery charging systems since the autumn of 2017. However, the primary objective was to make sure that
strict standards were met when equipping the charging station.
“For us it was important that the new charging station met all the
applicable standards right from the start,” explains Lukas Gröbl,

01 To charge the forklift trucks as efficiently as possible, the brewery

has been using twelve Fronius Selectiva battery charging systems − These
offer the Ri-charging process, which adapts to the age, temperature and
condition of the battery

02 The TÜV-tested charging station from Fronius meets high equipment
standards and satisfies all the current safety standards

technical project manager at Ottakringer. “That’s why we were looking for a battery charging technology supplier to do more than just
win us over with its technology, but to also offer comprehensive
advice and support on all aspects concerning safety rules and regulations. Fronius scores highly here across the board.”
A dry, frost-free and cool environment is required for example, as
well as sufficient ventilation and measures to prevent fires and explosions. Furthermore, the minimum distances between the individual charging stations and battery charging systems must be observed, and a safe distance must be kept from flammable or
explosive storage areas. Notices and safety symbols must also be
used, such as information, warning and prohibition signs. Fronius
designed the Ottakringer charging station so that it would meet all
the criteria for TÜV certification right from the start. Along with an
insulated, conductive and robust flooring, markings and adherence
to minimum distances, the specialist also placed the charging
station in a location that’s easily accessible and enjoys optimum
ventilation.

Start/Stop function minimizes the risk
of explosion
An important function for the safety of the entire station is the external start-stop mechanism on the battery charging systems. With the
help of these features, Ottakringer employees can easily connect up
and disconnect the forklifts without having to change any settings
on the device. The start/stop function also includes a pilot contact
in the charging plug to prevent sparking in case an employee interrupts the charging process by prematurely pulling out the plug. This
means that the risk of an explosion caused by the oxyhydrogen pro-

duced during charging is as good as eliminated. Gröbl continues:
“Previously, our battery charging systems had been spread across
the entire site. Now we have just one central charging station where
our staff can charge the forklift trucks overnight. This saves a lot of
space, which we can put to better use as storage areas.”
Furthermore, the new Selectiva battery charging systems are
equipped with the Ri-charging process. While conventional charging processes follow a fixed characteristic, the Fronius solution is
dependent on the age, temperature and condition of the battery.
Users can flexibly charge batteries with different voltages and capacities – always with an individual characteristic. The battery
charging systems measure the effective inner resistance (Ri) of the
connected battery and adapt the charging curve accordingly. This
means that almost no overcharging takes place and the batteries
are charged significantly more gently and also more economically.
Furthermore, this new technology extends the service life of the
traction batteries, lowering the energy consumption as well as CO2
emissions and optimizing the availability of the forklift truck fleet.
Expansion has already been planned
Lucas Gröbl is also particularly pleased with the commissioning
of the new station. “It only took a day to complete the installation –
and that was without any interruptions to our ongoing business operations. The chargers are also incredibly easy to use. Our employees only needed a short introduction and then they were easily able
to navigate their way around the new technology.” And if anything
goes wrong, Fronius can be on site in no time. Furthermore, the station meets all applicable standards and safety requirements and is
TÜV-certified. Ottakringer is already planning its next expansion:
“In order to improve the availability of our fleet, we also plan to use
back-up batteries in the future,” explains Gröbl. “When we do that,
we will of course turn to Fronius once again.”
Photographs: Fronius International

www.fronius.com/intralogistics
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“Ready to take off”
GE Aviation, a division of the American conglomerate
General Electrics, manufactures jet engines for aircraft.
For maintenance of the highly specialized engines, a
new plant with a state-of-the-art test laboratory was
built in Três Rios, Brazil, in 2018, using intelligent
technology from Stahl Cranesystems. Stahl Talhas, the
Brazilian partner of Stahl Cranesystems, developed a
sophisticated, highly automated solution for
transporting the engines through the halls and the
testing area.
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he GEnx engines of a Boeing 787 Dreamliner accelerate the
245-tonne aircraft to up to 945 km/h during take-off. To ensure
the safety of the engines despite the extreme stresses, they have to be
serviced and overhauled regularly after 2,500 to 15,000 take-offs and
landings. GE Aviation maintains various service locations worldwide
for maintenance of its engines, including the company GE Celma in
Brazil. More than 300 aircraft turbines are serviced at GE Celma’s
main complex in Petropolis every year. The engines are dismantled
completely, inspected, cleaned, repaired if necessary and then reassembled – a procedure that can take up to 65 days and involve over
12,000 parts. Every jet engine is tested under simulated flight conditions (e.g. take-off, landing, cruise mode) in a special test cell before
it is put back into service. The Dreamliner’s new large GEnx engines
require larger maintenance areas and more efficient test cells. For
this reason, a new plant was built in Três Rios with one of the largest
and most modern test bays in the world. The plant is equipped with
comprehensive control technology for fast data processing, automatic
fault diagnosis and real-time display of test results.
The intelligent crane and lifting technology in the facility comes
from Stahl Cranesystems and was installed by the company’s cer-

01 A 10-tonne auxiliary crane
is responsible for handling of
turbine parts and components

02 The engines are
01
tified partner in Brazil, Stahl Talhas. The engineers and technicians from Stahl Talhas developed and built a highly automated
custom transport system to manage the complete handling of the
turbines − from unloading on arrival to transport to the maintenance stands and safe suspension in the turbine testing room.
“The complexity of the facility called for a high degree of technical
sophistication,” explains Sandro Galtieri, Managing Director of
Stahl Talhas. “On the one hand, the low overall height of the plant
posed a particular challenge for the development of the structural
and mechanical design. On the other, the entire operating logic,
including electrical design and software, placed high demands on
our engineers. The hoists and cranes communicate with each other permanently to ensure that everything runs smoothly in the
plant.”

Intelligent crane concept
The material handling system erected by Stahl Talhas consists of a
central aisle, eight maintenance areas and a testing area. The engines must be transported safely from the central aisle to the eight
maintenance bays on the right and left and into the testing area. The
turbines in the central aisle are handled by a double girder overhead travelling crane with a lifting capacity of 40 t. In addition to
this, Stahl Talhas installed a single girder overhead travelling crane
with a lifting capacity of 10 t to transport turbine parts and components. The eight maintenance areas are equipped with monorails.
The crane runways are connected by an interlock system for crane
locking: a modern camera-based system detects the current position of the runways with the help of bar codes and automatically
aligns them with a positioning accuracy of ± 1 mm. This ensures a
smooth transition between the crane runways. The cranes and
hoists are operated independently via radio remote control. “A special crane design was required to transport the turbines into the test
cell,” says Sandro Galtieri. A monorail runway with a curved section
was installed here.
In all, four frequency-controlled SHF 60 wire rope hoists, each
with a lifting capacity of 20 t, and two frequency-controlled SHF 50
wire rope hoists, each with a lifting capacity of 5 t, from Stahl Cranesystems are used. A selector switch on the radio control can be used
to switch between tandem operation and normal operation of the
hoists. All hoists are equipped with articulated trolleys for entry into
the test cell. Since the height of the monorail runway in the turbine
testing room drops from 400 to 245 mm and the internal ceiling
height is only 201 mm, a special low articulated trolley had to be
designed for the SHF 60 wire rope hoists.

02

dismantled, inspected, cleaned,
repaired and reassembled in
the maintenance bays

Communication ensures safety
When entering the test cell, communication between the hoists and
the locking system of the test cell is particularly important. In the passage to the testing room the monorail runway has a section that can
rotate 90 °. This section is motorized and has its own operator panel.
The hoists can only enter the section if this section of the monorail is
not rotated. The track section is released by means of specially developed sensors which communicate with the programmable logic controller (PLC) of the control panels. “The door of the testing room can
only be closed when the rotatable section of the monorail is in rotated position. Here our system can also communicate with the customer’s own operator panel,” explains Sandro Galtieri.
During testing, the engine must be held by the integrated holding
fixture of the test cell and not by the hoists. Using the slack rope
monitoring function of the Stahl Cranesystems hoists, the control
system recognizes the correct placement of the engines in the holding
frame. Only when this is ensured are the support pins between the
hoist and the suspension device released. The entire weight of the
engine then rests on the support structure and the test can be carried out correctly.

Equipped for the future
Following two years of construction, the new plant in Três Rios was
inaugurated on 17 October 2018. On an area of 61.8 hectares, an average of 700 engines will be tested per year and up to 12 engines prepared for testing in parallel. In order for the new plant to be able to
perform at full capacity, a further step is necessary. “The engines must
be moved into the maintenance stations rear side first. For entry into
the maintenance stations on the left, this makes it necessary to rotate
the engines 180 ° in the central aisle. So far, only the maintenance stations on the right side can be used, so a rotating crab will soon be installed on the double girder overhead travelling crane to complete the
system,” explains Sandro Galtieri. The Brazilian is visibly enthusiastic
and delighted about the project: “The communication and coordination with GE Celma was very good and perfectly coordinated despite
the many companies involved in the construction of the plant. With
expertise and components from Stahl Cranesystems, we have developed and built a state-of-the-art system for one of the world’s leading
aviation companies. We are really proud of this.”
Photographs: Stahl Cranesystems
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High-resolution camera simplifies work steps
The Cubiscan 125 from AKL-tec is now available with a
high-resolution 20-megapixel camera with optical zoom.
The camera allows the user to directly take a high-resolution top view photo in a fully automated process. In
addition, the software offers the possibility of “cropping”,
where the object is picked out of the image. Furthermore, the high resolution can be used for the recognition of plain text. For measurement, small parts and
non-cubic objects are measured by infrared scanning
and larger, cubic objects such as cardboard boxes by
ultrasonic sensors with a precision of up to 0.1 cm.
Cubiscan 125 is designed for interfacing to a warehouse
management system. This simplifies the picking and
transportation planning on the one hand, and the choice of packagings and storage locations on the other. It is
also suitable for checkweighing and compatible with programs for loading optimization. The touch screen
display ensures easy operation. A trolley and further accessories enable installation of a mobile workstation.
www.akl-tec.de

AKL-Power also for pallet storage
and retrieval machines

Third Generation Kanban
The Stocksaver system from Werma Signaltechnik is 
a simple retrofit solution for all FiFo roller racks and
realizes the third generation Kanban in production
logistics. With the third generation Kanban, intelligent
reporting points on the FiFo rack ensure transparency
of the material stock. For example, at the automotive
supplier Auto-Kabel, where the solution is used to
prevent machines from stopping. The clever system for
process optimization protects the FiFo racks from idling
and successively reduces the safety stocks previously
required. In addition, the machine operator no longer
has to leave his workstation to order replenishment
from the logistics provider, as the Stocksaver software
informs the warehouse personnel automatically and in
time about the need for and priority of replenishment.

With 45 years of experience in warehousing technology
and warehousing systems, Dambach Lagersysteme is a
reliable partner for system integrators and general
contractors. As a technology driver, the company is
continuously expanding its product range to include
its own load handling devices, shuttles and conveyor
technology. One of these developments in the field of
pallet storage and retrieval machines was presented a t
the Logimat.
With the aid of linear motors as travel drives, pallet
storage and retrieval machines are now reaching
driving performances that are usually only seen in

www.werma.com

PRODUCTS

automated small parts warehouses. The running
wheels no longer have to transmit drive forces. This
also reduces wear in the drive system. True to the
motto “Dynamics warehousing”, the performance gap
between conventional storage and retrieval machines
and shuttle systems is now being closed. The manufacturer offers storage and retrieval machines with
linear drive across the entire product range: From
small parts storage and retrieval machines to rack
conveyors in the low temperature sector.
www.dambach-lagersysteme.de
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“Plug & Play” solution for e-Kanban
control via wireless network
The automated system solution for optimizing material
replenishment processes in Steute’s “Wireless” division
digitalizes and networks the Kanban process. Radio
sensors automatically record the current material requirements and transmit the data without delay to the material
management system, where the automated booking in

Moving all-rounder
Habasync high-performance toothed belts from
Habasit are used as all-rounders in numerous
intralogistics applications – and that with low
operating costs thanks to durable materials and
simple maintenance processes. Belt widths
from 10 to 600 mm are available. The 600 mm
variant that is made of thermoplastic poly
urethane with an aramid tensile member, has a
pitch of T10 or H. Individual configurations are
also possible, depending on the application. At
the same time, the thermoplastic polyurethane
with hardnesses from 88 to 92 Shore A (depending on the type of base material) is also resistant
to oil, grease or chemical agents on the one
hand, and to hydrolysis on the other. In order to
minimize abrasion during operation, the
high-performance toothed belts are also
available with a polyamide coating.
www.habasit.com

the ERP system takes place. A dashboard takes over the
status visualization of all e-Kanban workstations.
The system components communicate via a low-power
radio network. This makes the software solution suitable
for flexibly connecting mobile intralogistics components
and systems to the industrial data world. The user thereby
benefits from a continuous flow of information.
For example, the user can configure whether a sensor is
installed per rack bay or whether it is a multi-level
Kanban system. Switchgears and sensors specially
developed for this application are also part of the
company’s “Wireless” range.
www.steute.com

New fleet management system from Jungheinrich
The intralogistics experts at Jungheinrich are bringing a
completely redesigned modular web tool to the market for
the digital optimization of truck fleets and intralogistics
processes. The cloud-based solution helps the user keep a
keen eye on efficiency and productivity numbers for their
fleet, for example by analyzing up-to-date information on
operating hours and unit costs – across all locations,
regardless of the manufacturer. Through the intelligent
integration of data, the system can generate easy and quick
analyses of operating hours, capacity utilization and
operating costs. The Jungheinrich fleet management
system can be used for fleets of any size, and can be
adjusted to any and all customer needs, thanks to the
combinable modules. The web portal emphasizes intuitive
operability and makes all the most important key figures clearly available on the dashboard. The resulting high
commercial information transparency increases the efficiency of the fleet and cuts costs for higher profitability
and sustainability within customer intralogistics. Jungheinrich will expand the system in the coming months
with additional modules to increase efficiency and security.
www.jungheinrich.de
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JOIN MULTIMEDIA NETWORKS
AND WIN NEW CUSTOMERS!

FÖRDERTECHNIK
MATERIALFLUSS
LOGISTIK

Take advantage of our
unique media network!

F LU I DT E C H N I K

Please contact me, I will be glad to advice you!
Carmen Nawrath
Head of Marketing
& Corporate Services
Phone: 0049/6131/992-245
c.nawrath@vfmz.de

